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Teachers' reactions to an implemented competency
based education program were evaluated.

Twenty-four high

school teachers were asked to fill out a questionnaire
concerning competency based education.

It was concluded

that teachers understand competency based education and its
components.

The majority of teachers performed tasks

related to competency based education.

Teachers did not

change their course content nor evaluation methods to
accomnodate competency based education.

Teachers have

varied opinions on the virtues of competency based education
and tlieir major concern is record keeping processes.
Jm11I ications of the competency based education innovation

arc discussed.
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Chapter 1
FOCUS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
In September, 1972, the Oregon State Board of
Rducation adopted new high school graduation requirements,
and mandated that they take effect for students entering the
ninth grade in 1974.

The introduction and operation of an

implemented program, such as competency based education, in
public school is influenced by considerations not directly
related to the program itself.

Such considerations include

the aspects of the environment in which implementation is to
take effect.

Instructional personnel are a major part of

that environment.
Problem of the Study
The author, a certificated teacher in the State of
Oregon, has been involved in the implementation of competency
based education.

1'he mandate handed down by the State Board

of Education in 1972 established new graduation requirements
for hiah school seniors in the year 1976-77.
questions have focused the study:
about b,·inq mandated?

The following

!low do teachers feel

\'1hat cloc·s con,pctency based education

1

2

mean?

Are teachers losing control of their classrooms?

Is

competency based education changing anything?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to evaluate reactions
of teachers to an implemented competency based educational
program in Tigard Senior l!igh School.

These reactions were

identified and prioritized, which it is hoped may help
provide data for further development and improvement of the
competency based educational program.
Significance of the Study
The study will provide educators with specific data
relating to teachers'

reactions to competency based educatio~

which has been mandated by the Oregon State Board of
Education.

Many studies have been mi'lde on implementation

procedures and other aspects of competency based education;
but few,

if any, studies have investigated teacher reactions

to competency based education.

Since it is ultimately the

teacher who is responsible for instruction of such a program,
their reactions should be explored, thereby helping to
answer or create new questions concerning this innovation.
Scope and Limitations of the Study
This research study contains a review of selected
literature, data collected on a teacl1er questionnaire

3

concerning teachers

I

re~1ctions lo dll implemented competency

based education program, disct1sslon,

;ind co11cJusions.

The study was limited to data collected from a
questionnaire distributed to those teachers who were
employed at Tigard lligh School in 1974 (the start of
implementation) and who had competencies associated with
. c 1 asses. / Th e resu lt·so f th.
-_is researc h can b e
t ,nc1r
generalized to only this specific population.
Definition of Terms
Competency based education -

''A process that

facilitates, with a known degree of effectiveness, the
attainment by learners of a specified level of performance
on desired outcomes, including the ability to perform tasks
related to success in job or life roles"
Evaluate -

(12: 11).

''To examine and judge concerning the

worth, quality, significance, amot111t, dotJrce, or condition
of

0

(J:786).

Reaction -

''A particular r~sponse to a particular

trec,tment, situation, or other stimulus"

(3:

1889).

Remainder of the Study
Focus of the study has been presented.
will review the selected literature.
the methodology used.

Chapter 2

Chapter 3 will present

Chapter 4 will present the data and
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(

discuss the findings.

Chapter 5 will present conclusions,

implications, recommendations, and summarize the study.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Introduction
In reviewing the literature for this study the
author found, through an ERIC search, that there were
1,502 articles on performance based education which for
the purposes of this paper is synonymous with competency
based education.
attitudes.

There were 7,110 articles on teacher

When cross-referenced, however, only 22 articles

matched (see Appendix A).

Of the 22 articles, no articles

dealt specifically with teachers' reactions to an implemented
competency based education program.

Most of the articles

dealt with evaluation of packets and survey of groups to
find out what specific competencies they wanted to implement.
The author also searched for materials at the State
Department of Education in Salem, Oregon.

It was discovered

that although they had sufficient information concerning
the competency based education innovation and implementation,
they had yet to run a survey of teachers'
mcind..J. te.

responses to this

It was also discovered in a telephone interview

with Al Grubb, Oregon State Department of Education
specialist, that Mr. Grubb could not give the author the

6

total number of competencies each district had in the state.
This was said to be a ''local matter'' and no one had that
information on every district.
The most knowledgeable source of information
concerning competency based education was the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory located in Portland, Oregon.
The--a~viou-i-d-----iruvise an::rone who is searching for
information aooutcompetency based education to contact
them.

It was found that although the Northwest Regional

lab originally had plans to survey teachers' responses to
the competency based education program, they had not yet
accomplished that task.
It would appear to the author that the area of
teacher attitudes toward competency based education he had
chos011 to survey was a rclativcl.y unl:ouchcd ~rea,

thus

leavina the way open for others to follow with further
investigation.

The material the reader will find in this

chapter will be a brief historical overview of the
atmosphere and events loading up to the competency based
education program at Tigard High School.
into five areas:

It will be divided

What Is Competency Based Education?,

Where Did Competency Based Education Originate?, Oregon's
Mandated Competency Based Education Program, Competency
Based Education in Tagard School District 23J, and
Cha11gc by Mandate.
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What Is Competency Based Education?
Houston and Howsam (1972) said:
Standard dictionaries provide no definition for
competency-based. This is a coined word of recent
origin.
The word competency has been chosen to indicate an emphasis on the ''ability to do,'' in contrast
to the more traditional emphasis on the ''ability to
demonstrate knowledge." Tho term competency-based
has become a special designation for an educational
approach, for a movement.
The term cannot be defined
in a simple phrase; its meaning emerges from the
complex of characteristics of this educational mode.
Two characteristics are essential to the concept
of competency-based instruction.
First, precise
learning objectives--defined in behavioral and assessable terrns--must be known to learner and teacher alike.
The second essential characteristic is accountability
(6:3,

4).

Hall and Jones

(1976) stated:

Do not look for a single, ringing phrase to sum it
all, but rather look for the answers to the totality of
the process.
To us the goal of competency-based
education is the development of learners who have
learned, of programs that promote learning, and of
instructors who can and do teach (4:2).
Parnell (1978) said:
At its roots, competency-based education is an
c:i:1phas~s on results.
It calls for ac;reed-upon
pcrfornancc indicators that rc,fJt:ct successful

functionin9 in life roles.
It euphasi.zes Lhe specific
knowledc;c or skills to be learned ralhc r 1:han how they
arc 1.0.:u:ncd or how long it t.ul~t~s to .learn them.
0

There are five major charactcrisi:ics o~ cornpetc~cy-

tascd cdt1cation:
It is d learner-centered philosophy,
it is a policy demand, it is rcal-lifc oricnted, it
is flexible, and its standards are clearly articulated
(10:18).

Schalock, Spady, and Hathaway (1976) defined
competency based education as:
. a process that facilitates, with a known
decrree of effectiveness, the attainment of learners
of a specified level of performance on desired outcomes,
including the ability to pcrforn1 tasks related to
success in job and life roles (12:11}.

8

In addition, competency based education was defined
in terms of three categories of characteristics.

Defining

characteristics are those relating to outcomes, means of
achieving outcomes, and the rules and procedures governing
program operations.

Enabling characteristics relate

to the establishment of goals and programs based on
identified social conditions and are committed to student
and community involvement, the creution of a viable
decision network, and effective use of human and material
resources.

The unique characteristics of competency based

education relate to the requirement that student graduation
be based at least partially on demonstration of a minimum
set of competencies; and that those competencies be related
to life roles outside of school

(12: 11, 12, 13).

Competency based education was not easily defined.
The author saw competency based education as an innovation
in education which sought to hold both student and teacher
''ac,·ou11table'' for the student's educutional experiences.
These experiences should include specific training for
coi i.nq with life roles and any student who was graduated
from a11 educational institution would have met certain
~i11imal

con1pete11cics which woulri 0nablc the student to

9

Where Did Competency Based Education Originate?
Future Shock, the book written by Alvin Toffler
vividly pointed out the changing life roles Americans were
going through in the society of the 70's.

"The role of the

learner has encountered unprecedented change in this
century''

(10:12).

Education has occupied a central position

in society, yet curricular changes had come very slowly
(6:2).

College preparatory curriculum had dominated our

high school systems.

Although it had been recognized that

high school students had many goals besides college
attenJance and that many courses had importance besides
those required for admission to college (13:6), ''it is
estimated that only about 15\ of the population in the
U.S. actually has earned a four-year college degree''

(10:17)
The protest movements of the sixties led many young
people into the counterculture and its social experimentation.
One observable outcome of these explorations was some
intense questioning by many young people as to what the
reasonable expectations for a college education should be
(4:4).

These same people were the outspoken taxpayers

anJ parents of our school age children in the 1970's.
According to Hall and Jones (1976), the main
thrust for competency based education probably came from
four

sci.iar~1te and unrelated fu.ct:.ors:

10

3.
-1.

A teacher surplus.
A shift in expectations about college education
by society and students.
Public demand for accountability in professional
training.
The coincidental timing of research and
development efforts related to instruction
and learning (4:2).
Another factor which lead to the competency based

education movement was the progressive education movement
(13:7).

The progressives argued that schools needed to

extend their functions in order to serve their public.

The

schools did expand, but then the argument shifted to a
''back to basics" movement (13:9)

Hall and Jones (1976)

quoted Elam (1971) as citing:
Changes in general societal conditions and institutional responses, the influx of large amounts of
federal money, the emergence of private industry as
a force influencing school decisions, and development
of new concepts of management as just a few factors
that made the C.B.E. movement possible (4:7).
01 iver

(1974)

listed these ~actors for change:

.Innovations in curriculum content
.Pro,-_n-ams which serve al1 st·.ud(,nts,

.includinq those

who are not college bound
.Specific and definable educ~1ti01ul outcomes which
may be used to measure student achievement

hi.gh school diploma which means sun1<cthing in
terms of the students' ability to function after

.I\

1Jraduation

.Alternative learning settings and opportunities for
off-campus learning experiences
.State and local programs which are oriented to the
needs of students (8:13).
The competency based education innovation affected
the nation.

Parnell

(1978)

stated, "Some type of competency-

based education requirements is now a fact in 36 states"

11

(10:7).

Competency-based teacher education programs had

been instituted in many colleges and universities
''Beginning with the 1978-79 school year,

(4:296).

the two most

populous states in the U.S., California and New York, will
require graduating high school students to demonstrate
competency before receiving the diploma''

(10:7).

The State

of Oregon required the class of 1978 to pass minimum
competencies before graduation (9:1).
Parnell also stated:
It is estimated that by 1980, 67% of the high
school students in the nation will be required to
pass some type of competency test as a condition
for receiving the high school diploma (10:7) .
. Phi Delta Kappa's Thirty-sixth Biennial
Council, held in October, 1977, identified basic
skills and competencies as the number one issue in
education today (10:8).
Oregon citizens were at the forefront of discontent.
This was evidenced by the fact that Oregon was the first
state to mandate competency bnsed education in all public
schools

(7: 165).
Oregon's Mandated Competency Based
Education Program
Th~ adoption of competency based education in

Oregon came about as a result of several major factors.
First was the social, educational climate in Oregon.
Parnell

(1978) stated:

Oregonians have a long history of pride and energetic
involvement in their schools.
Its citizens have

12
generally supported innovative and creative
approaches to governmental problem solving. As
a consequence, the social climate in Oregon supports
change in the schools (10:32).
Second was the election of Dale Parnell as
Superintendent of Public Instruction in 1968.

Mr. Parnell

ran on a platform of competency based education.

It was

no surprise that Oregon educational systems were going to
move towards a performance-oriented curriculum (10:32).
Third was the implementation of a ''Needs Assessment
Study" in 1969 conducted by the Oregon State Department of
Education under Title III of the National Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965, which required each state
to assess its educational needs before they could receive
federal funds.

The study sampled opinions from the

public, educators, students, and dropouts.

The top piority

needs found in the Oregon "Needs Assessment Study'' were
that students should:
.Learn how to conmmnicate effectively with others
.Acquire early mastery of the fundamental skills
such as reading, writing, and computing
.Understand and respect other people so they may
become effective in l1uman relations
.Be involved in learning experiences related to
social and moral values
.Experience the acceptance of responsibility and to
make decisions

.Learn accepted health practices and physical
effects related to the usu of alcohol and drugs

.Learn of the contributions made to society by all
of the various occupational fields and to underst,1ncl that many f ielcls do not r0quire a four year
college education
.Explore a wide variety of career opportunities
and to learn about job opportunities from
representatives of business and industry
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.Have on-the-job opportunities and experiences
.Become intelligent and economically literate
consumers (8:17, 18).
The findings from this "Needs Assessment Study" were the
first major impetus to the State mandated program in
Oregon (10:33).
Further momentum came from the Oregon Association
of Secondary School Principals which completed a survey
indicating change was necessary (8:18).

The administrators

requested that the State Superintendent of Public Instruction
explore the possibility of revising high school graduation
requirements in terms of quality or µerformancc standards
instead of a time-exposure model.

The State Department of

Education held town hall meetings throughout the State.
These meetings were open to comment and question on any
matter relating to education (8:19).
Francis I. Smith, Chairman of the Oregon State Board
of Education, when the new graduation requirements were
adopted in 1972 stated:
I think it \Jils basically from the town hall meetings
that it became apparent that the people were telling
the board and the staff that students had to come
out of high school with specific competencies:
the
ubility to read, write, listen, compute and be aware
of one's responsibilities as a citizen (14:1).
The Board ~cccived strong statements of public concern that
the high school diploma needed to be defined so that it
would

11

related

rnecin something 11

to education

(

14: 1) .

(8:18).

l\lt:lv)U(Jh neither biJ.l bC:cDmo

J4

law they left an impression with the term "accountability''
being coined.

In the strict definition of the word,

accountability is "the quality or state of being accountable,
liable, or responsible"

(3:13).

As a result of all this,

the Oregon State Board of

Education mandated the new high school graduation requirements in 1972.

These were to go into effect with the ninth

grade class of 1974 (10:34).
Competency Based Education in
Tiaard School District 23J
In Tigard School District 23J, the fall of 1972
brouaht the first developmental phase of the new graduation
requ i rcrJen ts.

Later that year,

tho State Department of

Education issued a graduation requirement handbook (16:6)
It was evident that the new graduation requirements allowed
for a qreat deal of diversity at the local level.

Districts

wore to determine for their local level just what minimum
survival competencies were appropriate for their community
and adopt them, regardless of what other communities might
develop (9:7).
In October, 1973, the "New Graduation Requirements
Steerinq Committee" was formed.

This committee consisted

of district and building administrators.

The committee

developed a plan to accomplish the following:
1.
2.

Adopt minimum graduation competencies.
Make decisions relative to necessary curriculum
chunqes.
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J.

Decide which options to recommend to the Board
in the areas of off-campus credit, independent
study, credit by examination, early and
delayed graduation, etc. (16:G).
Their main task being the development of minimum

graduation requirements,

the steering committee organized

a number or teacher subcommittees, each l.ecl by an administrator to 1-:rite competencies which were edited by the steering
committee.

After much discussion the steering committee

recommended 160 competencies to the Board for adoption (14).
The initial input being completed, many more hours
were spent getting ready for the class of 1978.

The record

keeping process had to be developed along with implementation
processes for the next three years.

Community information

programs were organized along with teacher inservice
programs

(16:7).

In the fall of 1974, it was determined by

the steerincr conunittee that the ne:-:t mc1jor task was to
review the 160 minimum competencies, reducing and establishing
a more reasonable level of student expectations

(14).

A

five point rc1ting scale was used to collect feedbc1ck from
teachers throughout the district.

Teachers were asked to

rc1tc cc1ch competency regc1rdless of whether its subject
ma1·ter fell in their area of expertise (14).
As c1 result of this questionnaire (Appendix B),
the number of competencies at Tigard High School were
reduced to sixty-seven (16:7).
c1t the writing of this thesis.

That number remains the same
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The steering committee made another very important
decision which affected the whole minimum competency system
in the Tigard School District.

Jim Ylvisaker, who is now

Curriculum Director, Multonomah County E.S.D., was in 1974
curriculum Vice Principal at Tigard High School, stated:
'l'he committee chose to make competency certification
separate from credits and grades because they felt
strongly that the philosophy of the new graduation
requirements indicated this approach (17).
What this mean in practice was that students could pass a
course, gain credit, and miss being certified in one or
more competencies taught in that course.
created a record keeping problem.
r.1entioned above,

This obviously

In addition to the reason

the committee felt that in this way

course goals and minimum competencies would not become
confused and it would be less likely that instruction would
be limited to the formally stated competencies (14).
In the fall of 1975, Tigard District 23J instituted
0. T. I. S.

(Oregon Total Information System) data processing

sys tern for minimum competencies

( 16) .

This system ,-,as not

only to ease the record keeping burden of competencies,
but also record grades, attendance, and vital information.
Lnt::icrvice for tc.:ichcrs was h(•lcl dculin~i with O.T.I.S.

and other matters such as district policies pertaining to
It was decided by the st:eerinq committee
thcit it ,-,as necessary to qather ,,11

the i.nforrn<1tion recwrdi.nq

graduation requirements in Tigard into a handbook for
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reference (Appendix C).

This Student/Parent Guide was

completed by January, 1976 (16:8).
An ongoing informational effort was made, not only
to inform the teachers of what was happening, but expecially
to inform the parents and community.

Parent meetings were

scheduled, newspaper support was enlisted, and newsletters
and general distribution of the Student/Parent Guide were
employed.

By the fall of 1976, the administration felt

they had made some strides in the implementation and acceptance of the new graduation requirements (16:8).
In :,ovember, 1977, 'l'igard lligh School conducted a
s11rvcy of students regarding thci,· ,1ltitudu towards tl1e
minimum competencies.

The survey indicated:

Khile lOt indeed felt that the minimum competencies
required for graduation had weakened their education,
over 40i felt it had been strengthened.
The
remainder indicated that the competency program had
made no difference to them (16:9).
Change by Mandate
Competency based education programs were required
in Oregon public schools at the time of this study.

Preparing

a staf[ to handle an innovation does not necessarily preclude
tiw m,rndatcd practice.

!louse (197G)

stated:

lrc,ni.cally, teachers--who have only limited access to
outside contacts and new ideas--are usually expected
to assume the major burden of .irnp.lcmenting C.B.E.
Althouah they arc influenced most by professional
t'r.'1..-'l :~,
t:i.'dC'hL\l"S must 1·0Jy lir i.nc,ipdlly on distric,:
administrators, periodicals and college courses for
tht..•ir in format.ion

(5: 338).
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Hall and Jones

(1976) observed that ''changes may be

attempted or introduced in a school system from the outside
with loud banging on the doors .

11
•

or ''from the inside''

with persuasive information and "steady logic''

(4:250).

The

same authors also asserted that ''the reality and durability
of change imposed from outside is not promising"

(4:250).

Such changes tend to be short-lived to reflect the rhetoric
but not the reality of the innovation (7:11).

Rogers (1969)

expressed:
. Changes and innovations which are decided
upon--are likely to be imph,men ted in practice,
because they are self-chosen, it has been a familiar
complaint that new ideas in teaching, in curriculum,
i11 methods, are literally a dime a dozen, but that
they tend to be resisted by teachers and administrators.
But when individuals have chosen to try some of these
~e~ ideas, the outcome is quite different
(11:312).
!louse (1976) considered tho incentives to engage in
inn0\",1tion from the teacher's point of view.

Ile indicated:

The personal costs of trying something new are
greatly underestimated.
The teacher has acquired
. teaching skills laboriously over a long period
of time .
. These skills may not be superb, but he
kno1°1s how to operate with them--how to get by.
Someone
comes along and says, ''Try this." The new skills make
the old ones obsolete.
. Furthermore--the crowning
disincentive--there is seldom any conclusive evidence
that the innovation is really worth much in the classroom.
Thus the teacher is faced with learning a new
mode o[ behavior at high costs with no expectation of
tangible reward and with no assurance that the
innovation will work any better than what he has been
doing.
No wonder teachers reqarcl many new programs
with some cynicism; too many such programs are not
worth the personal investment.
Few corporations would
invest under similar circumstances (5:339).
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!!all and Jones (1976) stated:
We are concerned about forcing people in any way
with regard to C.ll.E. Several states now mandate
competency-based criteria for toucher certification,

effectively requiring that all teacher education in
those states install C.B.T.E. Programs.
There are
many who go along willingly.
Others cannot see anything of value in C.B.T.E. for those who would try it
and sec, no trial is possible, at least no real trial
with the option to reject the new system. Frankly,
we think the mandate is one of the worst things that
has befallen the C.B.T.E. Movement. The movement
as enough going for it to succeed without a mandate,
so why stimulate the emergence of a whole army of
organized opponents?
If you want to sell C.B.E., prove its viability
with a well-managed pilot program. Let the enthusiasm
of students, faculty, and cooperating professionals
have its effect on the rest of the institutions and
you will probably end up with a full-flegded,
voluntary C.B.E. operation (4:251-52).
In summary, the competency based educational movement
was a part of the educational system.

Whether or not

competency based education would succeed as an innovation was
a research and developmental question of major interest and
import.

Teachers' reactions to this innovation had been

given little attention prior to this study, although it
h,1d been pointed out thal

teachers usually assume the major

burden of implementation of such an innovation.
Defining competency bnSCll oducation was not iln

easy task.

There were many characteristics which had to

be considered.

The major impetus seemed to be that

competency based education held students and teachers
accountable for performance of specific minimal competencies.
The students would be ready, upon graduation, for coping
with society.
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The competency based education movement grew, in
part, from revolt against college education, taxation, and
lack of meaningful education expectations.

It combined

innovations with accountability and student needs.

It

faced obvious challenges from within the educational
system due largely to the way in which it was implemented.
It appeared that the mandation of a program would be the
least desirable way to insure the program's success.

Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The introduction and operation of an innovation in
schooling is influenced by considerations not directly
related to the innovation itself.

In this study one of the

primary influences, Tigard High School Teachers, were asked
to fill out a questionnaire in order to ascertain their
reactions to the implemented competency based educational
program in the Tigard School District.

These reactions were

anal)·zcd and data received were used tor in,provement of
the competency based education program in Tigard public
schools.
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were developed for this
study:

1.

Teachers surveyed do not have a working

knowlcdc;e of competency based education.
2.

Teachers surveyed have performed tasks related

to cornr•etcncy based education.
3.

Teachers surveyed did not change the content

ot t-_h01r coBpete:ncy related courses to include specific
tt?.Jching relatc,.J

to compett.::·ncic,s.

2I
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4.

Teachers surveyed did nor chanqc classroom

evaluation methodology to accommodate ~ompetcncies.
t_~c [\..tst_'- ·•A_.-

5.

'I1euchers surveyL·d ~ l d

p1ofcssio11al
--1-,,,~ / , .;,.'.'"-~ ;~ t ct

,t

o_~-n that competency based education had.'..cm-at!e'r±-a·lly

improved educational quality at Tigard High Schoql.
6.
~~s

1 /,J A.

Teachers surveyed will be negative

cz} L,;CJ
'6B

the

of competency based education.
A questionnaire was developed to help in the

investigation of these hypotheses.
Survey
The subjects in this group study were twenty-four
Tigard lligh School teachers.

They were selected using the

fol lowin\1 ,.:riteria:

1.
i11

employed as a teacher ilt Tiganl lli.qh School

the school year 1974-1975.
Still employed as a teacher at Tigard High

School.
3.

Ilave competencies associated with the course

or courses they are teaching.
A list of all eighty certificated teaching personnel
.:it 'I'iqard High School was obtained from the personnel
office of Tigard School District 23J.

This list was

reduced by eliminating those teachers who were not on
staff during the 1974-1975 school ye.:ir.

The list was further

delimited by surveying only those teachers who had competencies
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associated with their course or courses as verified by
Bob l!arland, Curriculum Vice-Principal.
rroce:durc
The questionnaire designed by the author was first
shown to Dr. Ed Bergstrom, a Tigard Hiqh School counselor.
Using Dr. Bergstrom's suggestions, a second and subsequent
third draft were developed.

The author then selected three

members on the teaching staff who were not in the survey
group and asked them to fill out and to evaluate the
questionnaire as to ease in completing and clarity of
questions.

After receiving their suggestions, the author

also had input from his graduate committee on clarity of
questions.

After this final revision the questionnaire

was considered suitable for submitting to the survey
group (Appendix D).
The author placed the questionnaire in each
respondent's mail box on May 29 with a short cover sheet
explaining the purpose of the questionnaire with instructions
on how to fill
by June 5,

it out.

The questionnaires were all returned

1979~

Treatment of Lhe Data
The data received on the questionnaires were
analyzed and illustrated

in tables

i.n Ch.:tpter 4.

The

percentages shown in the tables have been rounded to the
ne.:trest whole number and therefore percentages shown will
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The data were analyzed

not always equal 100 percent.

.

according to the six hypotheses

I'

mang agree strongly

'I

1/

f

and agree moderately grouped together vs. ~isagree
1

strongly and Jisagree moderately.

The autFicr eonsiEloxed

I
!11 he two middle categories' e-f- ! agr0c slightly and 'disagree
I

' A

.,/\,'\-'-VA-

- L

J

(? ( t.J

slightly as the respondents' inability to distinguish,
therefore canceling out eacl1 otl1cr.
Surnm.:iry

Hypotheses were formed concerning six major issues
in competency based education.

The ,1reas of knowledge,

tasks, course content, student evaluations, professional
opinions, and virtues of competency based education were
dealt with.

Twenty-four Ti9ard lli.9h School teachers were

surveyed by a refined questionnaire.

The data obtained

from the questionnaire and related literature revealed
how the Ti9ard lligh School teachers felt about Oregon's
mJndatcd competency basctj educational program.

In the State of Oregon, it was found that people
They wanted a high

walltcd accountability in education.
schl:iol

dit•l<)mt1

to

"mean somothinq.

11CCL~S w~s to 1uandat~

~

0

The rcac t· j on to those

co~petency based cducatjon µ1-ogram

for Q1·e0011 l)Llblic schools.

TiGard S~hool Ujstrict 23J

is just one, of 324 schoc,1 clist,-i.cts i r: the St,11c of Ore,,cn
for which the m.::indutc has s.iqni r ic:an!
we're

'--~xp,_::ic·tcd

to <..tssumc

mean.! n9.

th0 ma_Jor burden OJ

im11lc•nt1....:n!:i111_;
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compct(!I1CY bused cducatiun,

yc,t

dl

t-lit'

t i.P1c uf this study

their re~c~ions and suyycstions l1~1Ll nc,t been dealt with
system,1t ic.:i I ly.

(
Chapter 4
PRESENTATION OF TIIE DATA
Introduction
In Chapter 4 the reader will find the data collected
from a questionnaire distributed to twenty-four Tigard High
School teachers.

This study was designed to investigate

teachers' reactions to an implemented competency based
education program in the Tigard public schools.

The author

felt since it was ultimately the teacher who was responsible
for instruction of the competency based education program,
their reactions should be explored.
formed

Six hypotheses were

(s1.'C p.:igcs 21-22) und a two IJd'JC questionnaire

was developed concerning phases of competency based
education.

All twenty-four questionnaires were returned

to the clUthor.

Of the twenty-four questionnaires, three

were returned with one or more questions unanswered.
The findings of the study and the acceptance or rejection
of the hypotheses will be presented in this chapter.
The following format will be used to present the
findings.

The hypothesis will be presented, listing the

questions which were used to confirm or reject it.

Each

question is numbered as it appears in the questionnaire
26
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(

and will be the title for the table containing the data
pertinent to that question.

The questions will be presented

one at a time following the hypothesis.

The responses to

the questions will be illustrated and analyzed according to
reaction levels.

Percentages were rounded to the nearest

whole number; therefore, total percentages do not always
equal 100 percent.

In analyzing the data, ~gree slightly

and disagree slightly were considered to be an unsure
response; therefore, the author did not use those responses
for determining outcomes of the hypothesis.

For confirming

or rejecting the hypothesis, agree strongly and agree
moderately were grouped together vs. disagree strongly and
disagree moderately.

Since these data are intended to give

feedback to the Tigard School District and can only be
acneralizcd to that specific population, a simple majority
was used to confirm or reject the hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1
Ilypothesis 1 was teachers surveyed do not have a
working knowledge of competency based education (questions
1,

3,

and 4) .
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Table l
Question 1 - You Can Define the Term Competency
Based Education for Someone Else
RQaction Level

2i

No. of Respondents

tt

Percent

Agree strongly

1

5

21

A~rree moderately

2

11

46

Agree slightly

3

5

21

Disagree slightly

4

0

0

Disagree moderately 5

3

12

Disagree strongly

0

0

6

The data indicated 21 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly,

46 percent agreed moderately,

21 percent

agreed slightly,

none of the respondents disagreed slightly,

12 percent disagreed moderately, and none of the respondents
1nd.icatc'd a strong discigrecrnent with Lhe statement that they
could define competency based education.
In summary,

67 percent of the respondents agreed

that they could define the term competency based education
for someone else as opposed to 12 percent who could not.
These data reject hypothesis 1.
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Table 2
Question 2 - You Understand What a Comµetcncy Is
Reaction Level

""

No. of Rc·spondents

Percent

Agr0e strongly

l

12

50

Agree moderately

2

8

33

Agree slightly

3

0

0

Disagree slightly

4

0

0

Disaqree moderately 5

2

8

Desagree strongly

2

8

6

The data indicated 50 percent of the respondents
ayrced strongly,

33 percent agrc,cd rnodera tely, no

respondents agreed slightly.

None of the respondents

indicated a slight disagreement,
moderately,

8 µcrccnt disagreed

and 8 percent agreed strongly.

In summary, 83 percent of the respondents aqreed
that they understand 1vhat a cornpotency is as compared to
16 percent who did not.

These data reject hypothesis l.
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Table 3
Question 3 - You Understand Why We Have llandated a
Competency Based Education Program in Oregon
No. of Respondents

ReJction Level#

Percent

l

8

2

10

42

Agree slightly

3

3

12

Disagree slightly

4

l

4

Dis . .19ree moderately 5

2

8

Disagree strongly

0

0

/\SJ rt?(\ st ro1v;1 ly
i\g ree

noderately

6

The data indicated 33 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly,

42 percent agreed moderately, 12 percent

agreed slightly, 4 percent disagreed slightly, 8 percent
disagreed moderately, none of the respondents indicated
a stron9 disagreement with the statement.
In summary,

75 percent of the respondents agreed

that they understood why we have a mandated competency
based education progrwn in Oregon as compared to 87 percent
who did not.

These data reject hypothesis 1.
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Table 4
Question 4 - You Can Identify Minimum Graduation
Competencies Related to Your Classes
No. of Respondents

Reaction Level ii

Percent

15

63

2

5

21

Agree slightly

3

l

4

Disagree slightly

4

l

4

Disagree moderately 5

0

0

Di s.-1qrcc strongly

~

8

Agree strongly

]

Agree moderately

G

The data indicated 63 percent of the respondents
aqrecd strongly,

21 percent agreed moderately,

4 percent

agreed slightly, 4 percent disagreed slightly, none of
the respondents disagreed moderately, while 8 percent
disagreed strongly.
In summary, 84 percent of the respondents agreed
that they can identify minimum graduation competencies
related to their class as compared with 8 percent who
can not.

These data reject hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis l was rejected.

?,,

The data on questions 1,

.::ind --1 appear to signify the overwhe)rning m~1-jority

of teachers

l67,

83,

75,

~ncl 84 pci-ct~nt respectively)

cun
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rnand3tcJ competency b<lseJ educati011 1;rogr<ln1 irt Oregon, and
i<.1cntjfy minimum cornpe1tcncies .-issoi:joted wit:h their

cun

classes.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 was teachers surveyed have performed
tasks related to competency based education

(questions 5

through 11).
Table 5
Question 5 - You Have Developed Performance Indicators
for Your Class That Are Evidence of Competency
Attainment by Students
Reaction Lf~vel #
i\..qrce stronqly
}\q r(:1-..•

moderately

No. of Respondents

Percent

l4

61

l
~

26

~

Asree slightly

3

0

0

Dis:-iaree slightly

4

l

4

Di sac:1 rce moderately 5

l

4

Disagree strongly

6

4

No Response

1

4

Tho data indicated 61 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly,

26 percent agreed moderately, none of the

respondents agreed slightly,

4 percent disagreed slightly,

•l p,:rcent disagreed moderately,
.J11i..J

4 µercent disagreed strongly,

4 r•(:rc(•nt of the respondents did not respond.
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In summary, 87 percent of thc, rcr,pondcnts agreed
that they had developed performance indicators for their
classes that are evidence of competency attainment by
students as opposed to 8 percent who have not.

These data

confirm hypothesis 2.
Table 6
Question 6 - You Have Developed Teaching Strategies
to Provide Opportunities for Students to
Achieve Minimum Competencies
Reaction Level

,,rr

No. of Respondents

Percent

Agree strongly

1

15

65

Agree moderately

2

3

13

Agree slightly

3

3

13

Dis,1,,:rc•c slightly

4

0

0

Disa<:rce moderately 5

l

4

Dis.::1,;roe strongly

1

4

l

4

6

i\O rt::sr,onse

The data indicated 65 percent of the respondents
aqrc·c·d ,st1·onqly,
a<1rcc·d sl.i,1ht.Ly.

13 percent agreed moderately,

13 percent

None of the respondents disagree slightly,

4 pc rcc'nt di sag reed moderately, 4 percent disagreed strongly,
and 4 percent did not respond.
ln summc1ry,

78 percent of the respondents agreed

that they had developed teaching strc1tegies to provide
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opportunities for students to achieve minimum competencies
as opposed to 8 percent who did not.

These data confirm

hypothesis 2.
Table 7
Question 7 - You Have Developed Evaluation Techniques to
Verify Minimum Competency Attainment
Reaction Level JI

No. of Respondents

Percent

Aqree stron9ly

1

13

57

l\.":l rce r:1odcrCttely

2

7

30

Agree sliqhtly

3

l

4

Disaaree slightly

4

1

4

Disagree moderately 5

0

0

Disagree strongly

l

4

l

4

6

No response

The data indicated 57 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly, 30 percent agreed moderately, 4 percent
agreed slightly,

4 percent disagreed slightly, no one

disagreed moderately,

4 percent disagreed strongly, and

4 percent did not respond.
In su~nary,

85 percent of the respondents agreed

tl1at they had developed evaluation techniques to verify
minimum competency attainment as opposed to 8 ~crccnt who
did not.

These data confirm hypothesis 2.
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Table 8
Question 8 - You !lave Developed a System to Accurately
Record Minimum Competency Attainment
Reaction Level

No. of Respondents

il
~

Percent

Agree stronc;ly

l

11

48

Agree moderately

2

5

22

Agcec slightly

3

4

17

Disagree slightly

4

1

4

Dis<Jqree moderately 5

0

0

Disuqroe stronqly

2

9

l

4

6

No response

Tl1e d3t~ indicated 48 perc8nt of the respondents
aqreed stron<;1ly,

22 percent agreed nioclerutcly,

17 percent

agreed slightly, 4 percent disaqrced slightly, no
respondents disagreed moderately,

9 percent disagreed

strongly, and 4 percent did not respond.
In summary, 80 percent of the respondents agreed
that they had developed a system to accurately record
mini.mum competency attainment as opposed to 9 percent
who did not.

These data confirm hypothesis 2.
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C•uestion 9 - You l!i1d Significant Tnput into Development
of Your Course Competencies
No, o",. r,2spondents

Percent

1

12

50

,\grec moderately

2

5

21

Agree slightly

3

3

12

Disagree slightly

4

1

4

Disagree moderately 5

3

12

Disagree strongly

0

0

Re.:iction Le\'e 1 ;f

----·
/\,,:1 n.::;e

strongly

6

The data indicated 50 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly,

21 percent agreed moderately, 12 percent

agreed slightly,

~

percent disagreed slightly, 12 percent

diiJJqrcod no.Jer...Jt-vl'/,

and 110 r(•s1,ond1_'nL disa~rrccd sl:..l~ongly.

that they l1~d significant input into development of their

course competencies as opuosed to 12 percent who did not,
These data confirm hypothesis 2,
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Table 10
Question 10 - You Had Significant Input on Development
of Minimum Performance Indicators of Competencies
Related to Your Classes

t~o. of Hcspondents

Percent

1

13

63

2

6

25

Aqre(~ sliqhtly

3

1

12

Dis.:igree slightly

4

0

0

Disagree moderately 5

2

8

Disagree strongly

0

0

Rc .1.c
. t ion

Li?VC']

if

l\,:1ree stron,Jly
:\g

roe moderately

6

The data indicated 63 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly,

25 percent agreed moderately, 12 percent

agreed slightly, no respondent disagreed slightly, 8 percent
disagreed moderately, and no respondent disagreed strongly.
In summary, 78 percent of the respondents agreed
th.:it tl1ey h.:id significant input on development of minimum
~,erform ...1nc(: indicutors of con1pctcnci0s related to thr?ir

classes

JS

oµpos0d to 8 percent who di~ not.

cor1fi~1n hypotl1esis 2.

rrhcse data

.J8

Table 11
Question 11 - You Have Control as to How a Competency
Attainment Is Certified in Your Classes
_____

,,

__,_'

Reaction Level #

NO. of Respondents

Percent

l\grcc strongly

1

11

46

1\gree moderately

2

6

25

Agree slightly

3

4

17

Disaqrce slightly

4

1

4

DisiJ.gree moderately 5

1

4

Disagree strongly

1

4

6

The data indicated 46 of the respondents agreed
strongly,

25 percent agreed moderately, 17 percent agreed

slightly, 4 percent disagreed slightly, 4 percent
disaqreecl moderately, and 4 percent diasqreed stronqly.
In summary, 71 percent of the respondents agreed
that they had control as to how a competency attainment is
certified in their classes as opposed to 8 percent who
did not.

These data confirm hypothesis 2.
llypothesis 2 was confirmed.

The data on questions

5 through 11 appear to sicrnify the majority of teachers
(87, 78, 87, 80, 71, 78, and 71 perc,,nt: nsspectively)
have developed 1•erformance indicators, teaching strategies,
L'V~luat10n tccl1r1iqucs, and recorJ J:c(•[;incr systems.
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competencies ilnd performilnce indciltors.

They hilve control

over ho~ a competency ilttainment is certified in their
course.
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 was teachers surveyed did not change
the content of their competency related courses to include
specific teaching related to competencies (question 12).
Table 12
Question 12 - You Changed the Content of Your Course
to Conform to Competency Based Education
Reaction Level

No. of Respondents

""

Percent

l

2

2

J

13

Agree slightly

3

4

17

Disaqrcc slightly

4

2

')

Disagree moderately 5

6

26

Disagree strongly

6

26

l

4

Agree strongly
l\~l

ree moderatel,•

No response

6

)

9

The data indicated 9 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly, 13 percent agreed moderately, 17 percent
agreed slightly, 9 percent disugreed slightly, 26 percent
disagreed moderutely, 26 percent disagreed strongly, and
4 percent of the respondents did not respond.
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In summary, 22 percent of the respondents agreed
but 52 percent of the respondents disagreed that they had
changed the content of their course to conform to competency
based education.

Hypothesis 3 was confirrned.
appec1r to signify

the majority of

The data on question 12
teachers

( 52 percent)

did not change the content of their competency related
courses to include specific teaching related to competencies.
Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 was teachers surveyed did not change
classroom evaluation methodology to accommodate competencies
(question 13) .
Table 13
Question 13 - You Changed the Evaluation Methods Used for
Your Classes to Conform to Competency Certification
Re.Jct.ion

Level "TT

No. uf R,..:.,sr..,ondents

Percent

1\greL' stronqly

l

2

8

Agret:'~ moclcr.:itcly

2

2

8

i\gre:C' s.lic;htly

3

5

21

Disaqree slightly

4

2

8

Dis~1qrc0 moderately 5

7

29

Dist1,·rrec

6

25

0

0

strongly

No response

6
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The data indicated 8 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly, 8 percent agreed moderately, 21 percent
agreed slightly, 8 percent disagreed slightly, 28 percent
disagreed moderately, and 25 percent disagreed strongly.
In summary, 16 percent of the respondents agreed,
but 54 percent disagreed that they had changed the evaluation
methods used for their classes to conform to competency
c~rtification.

Hypothesis 4 was confirmed.

The data on question 13

appear to signify the majority of the teachers (54 percent)
did not change classroom evaluation methodology to
accommodate competencies.

Hypothesis 5
llypothesis 5 was teachers surveyed do not hold a
professional opinion that competency based education had
materially improved educational quality at Tigard High School
(question 14).
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·rable 14
Question 14 - You See an Improvement in Education Since
Implementation of Competency Based Education That You
Feel Might Not !lave Come !lad the
Program Not Been Started

Reaction Level

,,

No. of Respondents

J!

Percent

i\9rce Strongly

1

2

9

i\.arce moderately

2

4

18

Agree slightly

3

5

27

4

4

18

Disagrct2 moderately 5

3

14

Dis,_Lsree strongly

6

3

14

Nu rL's110nst.'

2

2

8

Dis2'-.:1rE:0

sliqhtly

The data indicated 9 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly, 18 percent agreed moderately, 27 percent
agreed slightly, 18 percent disagreed slightly, 14 percent
disagreed moderately, 14 percent disagreed strongly, and
8 percent did not respond.
In summary, 27 percent of the respondents agreed
that they saw an improvement in education since implementation
of competency based education that they felt might not
have come had the program not been started, but 28 percent
uf the respondents disagreed with this statement.
Hypothesis 5

was rejected.

The data appear to

si011i[~' that teJchers ar0 almost C\'Only divided

(27 percent
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vs.

28 percent) on whether competency based education had

materiallv improved educational quality at Tigard High
School.
Table 15
Question 15 - You Find Less Ambiguity in What
You Are Expected to Teach
Reaction Level #

No. of Respondents

Percent

Agree strongly

1

2

8

Agree rnoderately

2

0

0

Agree slightly

3

5

21

Disagree slightly

4

7

29

Disagree moderately 5

4

l. 7

Disagree strongly

6

25

6

The data indicated 8 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly, none of the respondents ~greed moderately,

~l percent agreed slightly, 29 percent disagreed slightly,
17 percent disagreed rnoderately, and 25 percent disagreed
strongly.
In summary, 8 percent of the respondents agreed,
while 42 percent disagreed with the statement that they
found less ambiguity in what they were expected to teach.
The data were inconclusive but would lean toward the idea
that a significant number of teachers

(42 percent) were

still unsure of what was expected from them.
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Table 16
Question 16 - You Feel That You !lave as Much Educational
Freedom Under the Competency Based Education Program
as You Did Before the Program Was Started
Reaction Level

No. of Respondents

~

tr

Percent

l\gre:e strongly

1

7

29

Agree moderately

2

7

29

Agree slightly

3

4

17

Disagree slicrhtly

4

5

21

Disagree moderately 5

l

4

Disac,ree strongly

0

0

6

The data indicated 29 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly, 29 percent agreed moderately, 17 percent
agreed slightly,

21 percent disagreed slightly, 4 percent

disagreed moderately, and no respondent disacrreed strongly.
In summary,

58 percent of the respondents aqreed

thal they !lad ,1s much educiltion,, l

, H'cdom undu: Lhe

the procrram was started as compared to 4 percent who did
not aqrce.

These data would reject critics of competency

based education who fear teaching of minimal competencies
only.
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Table 17
Question 17 - You Resent the Mandate of Competency
Based Education by the State Government
ReC1ction Level #

No. of Respondents

Percent

i\q r CQ stronqly

1

0

0

Agree modc:.-utely

2

2

9

AgrC!e slightly

3

7

30

Disa9ree slightly

4

3

13

Disagree moderately 5

4

17

Disagree strongly

'I

30

l

4

~'<0

6

response

The data indicated no respondent agreed strongly,
9 percent agreed moderately, 30 percent agreed slightly,
13 percent disagreed slightly, 17 percent disagreed moderately,
30 percent disagreed strongly, and 4 percent did not
respond.
In summary, 9 percent of the respondents ugreed,
opposed to 47 percent of the respondents who disagreed with
the stJtcmc11t that they resent the mandate of competency

mujoriti· is not found,

sianificant numbers

(47 percent)

i11di~.1t0 110 In3l.ice towarJs the ma11d~ted c0mpetLlncy based
educ.:i t iun pr0q1-am.
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Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 6 was teachers surveyed will be negative
on the virtues of competency based education (question 18).
Table 18
Question 18 - You Take a Positive Stance on the Virtue
of Competency Based Education

Rcuction Level #

Percent

No. of Respondents

Agree strongly

1

3

13

A9rec-, moderately

2

6

26

3

s

22

4

6

26

Dis:iqree moderately 5

2

9

6

1

4

l

4

/\,.j rl>C

slightly

Disa0ree slightly

(
No 1·esponse

The data indicated 13 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly,

26 percent agreed moderately, 22 percent

agreed slightly,

26 percent disagreed slightly,

9 percent

disagreed moderately, 4 percent disagreed strongly, and
4 rerccnt did not respond.
In summary,

39 percent of the respondents agreed

that they took a positive stance on the virtues of
c(imJ''--'t:c'ncy t•cised educcition as op1.Joscd

c,-f

resr•~1ndcnts

(48 percent)

was

Lo

l J percent who

found to be•

in the agrt:c
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slightly, disagree slightly cateyory.

'l'his ,:ould indicate

an unwillingness on the part of teachers to judge competency
b,1s,yd Q,luc,.1t ion ::it this point.

Hypothesis 6 was rejected.

The data appear to be

inconclusive on the virtues of competency based education.
A significant majority was not found.
Table 19
Question 19 - You Are Aware of the Total Number of
Minimum Competencies Needed to Graduate
from Tigard Senior High School
Reaction Level#

No. of Respondents

Percent

l\qrce strongly

l

5

22

Agree moder<ltely

2

3

.l 3

,\:iree slightly

J

4

17

Dis~~1rc0 slightly

4

Dis3grcc n1odcratcly 5

2

9

Dis~gree sgrongl:'

8

35

1

4

6

No response

The data indicated 22 percent of the respondents
agn:,ed stronqJy, 13 percent agreed moderately, 17 percent
agreed slightly, 4 percent disagreed slightly, 9 percent
disagreed Moderately, 35 percent disagreed strongly, and
4 percent did not respond.
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In summary, 35 percent of the respondents agreed,
but 44 percent did not agree with the statement that they
were aware of the total numLer of minimun, competencies
needed to graduate from Tigard High School.

Comparing the

results of this question with question 4, the author found
85 percent of the respondents could identify the minumum
c;r.:iclu;:ition

competencies

related to thec•ir class, but only

35 1iercent of the respondents could identify the number
of minimum competencies needed to graduate from Tigard
lliqh School.

These data would support the theory of the

second.:iry teacher being content or subject oriented only.

Table 20
Question 20 - You Think the State Should Establish the
Same Minimum Competencies for Every School
Reaction Level #
Aqrec strongly

No. of Respondents

Percent

1

11

48

2

4

l 7

J

4

4

9

Disagree moderately 5

13

DisJgrec slightly

Disagree strongly
No rcsr-'onse

6

2

9

J

4
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The data indicated 48 percent of the respondents
agreed strongly, 17 percent agreed moderately, 4 percent
agreed slightly, 9 percent disagreed slightly, 13 percent
disagreed moderately,

9 percent disagreed strongly, and

4 percent did not respond.

In summary,

65 percent of the respondents agreed

that they chink the State should establish the same
minimum competencies for every school, as opposed to 22
percent who disagreed with that statement.
When asked to respond briefly to the 4uestion, what
additional areas of reaction do you l1ave toward the
implemented competency based education4:} program in Tigard
( fo ~ (J.2z>: :_~"1-t< r /

High School?,

fifteen teachers A responded, r0presentin<;rt-"

-6 3 percent.

~[allowing are the teachers ~omments

vcrbatum:
Competencies should be met no later than junior high,
preferably 6th grade.
Less competencies are geared toward fundamentals.
Excess number of competencies mal:inc; record-keeping
for staff and student cumbersome.
Idea is valid,

implementation could use improvement.

The idea of competency based education is fine, but
as it has been mandated, it is pointless.
All the
compet('ncies arc minim.J.l; the J110,-1surcmcnt: and
\·erir:ic:ation are haphazard.
Tile sL,te needs to
establish the competencies and~ mc~ns of
rneasurt.'mcnt.

Rt',.--t:)I~d k("\epinq
tt10

d,1t,a

to

p1-01....,~c·s~1

11 rrJV i.dc•!-;

i.c)l)

m.:iny

l'l

rors

for

be mcanin,rful.

N,:vds to huvc a stronq bey i.nninq at: the yradc school.
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Feel they are very weak, and too easily acquired.
I think it is a good idea.
It should be moved further
down into elementary education for advancement.
In the career-orientated courses I teach, basic
skills and social skills are immediately observable
as they pertain to usefulness on the labor market.
Competencies are O.K.--they have actually added some
good things for us to use practically in class as
well as using them to make seniors apply themselves.
Two main problems have plagued me:
1)
How many times do we have to give them to
seniors?
In some cases we gave them three to four
times and they still didn't pass them.
Then they
are turned over to CE2 to help them.
They are aware
that sooner or later someone will take care of them.
2)
Record kecpinq - I can't believe the inefficiency
c,f this.
I have students from the fall semc,st0r
chc•,.::k.1n,.1 with me uskin1.:_1 which ones th0y nec.:d.
I
thou,:ht this was all recorded by the computer (which
I dc?s, ,,_so) and kept on record in the counselor's
ot1100.
Why should I waste my time filling in the
p1·0,,or bubbles if these arc a) not recorded, b) not
1~cta1ned. This area must be improved because it is
impossible for me to keep records on seniors all year.
~ccd aclcquate, flexible record keeping system for
making up missed competencies, other than students
being 'rebounded
for a second try.
11

1

11

11

Record keeping is a mess - seniors rushing back at the
last minute to find out why they didn't pass a certain
competency when they were sophomores, for example!
Mc?thod of up-dating the recording system should be
looked into.
Not all competencies are treated the same.
When it
qets down to preventing graduation they seldom do.
It sec?ms to me that the competency program is just a
P.R. move to satisfy the public that we really demand

µcrformance to graduate.

The competencies are, in

most oases, thinqs we have always asked students to
do tl1ey are just written down now Qncl are a little
~ore forn1~l than before.
L\>rLJ.'t..2L,_'ncics nc°'t.:d tc br..,' L:r1 ,;11 1.d1:c: ,·tnd more rne2ningfu1-soni•_· ~11·0

t·

icliculous.
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I think they're a good id0a.
I'm sure its a bookkeeping problem but I think it's great to hold
stu,1onts responsible i1nd accountJblc.
I think it
should be uniform for all schools.
I-i=o

=A>a.15,y, Jhe number one concern of teachers

responding appears to have been record keeping processes
associated with competency based education.

The second

concern appears to have been shifting some of the competencies
to a lower grade level and third was reducing the total
number of competencies required in our district.

Charoter 5
SU1-!"1ARY,

CONCLUSIONS,

AND RECOHMENDATIONS

Summary
The competency based education innovation is a fact

of life in the State of Oregon.

This study centers around

Tigard High School's instructional staff who, by mandate,
had been given the task of establishing and maintaining this
innovation.

J/:t-V__,.,~

It seems =.J,.;,,z proper to Ll!e author that

ii /·<·, I

cjf,u-'

17,' I ,,., ,.

teachers slcteuld be askec~-a-B.€1 allowed to s ~ about this new
;C,LC._

program for which they-haEl-beeome responsible.

This study,.

~ u g h a meager begiuniny, was :still a lscginniFig.

The data gathered indicated that in the cognitive
area of competency based education, teachers thought they
could define competency based education for someone else.
/- I ( (/(h----- '---~-

Th 0

tc..1che1s understood whzit a competency was and why i,..,;+_

6'

ln the area of tcacl1ing tasks associat0d with
competency lJased education,

the majority of te.:ichers felt

"! ,\,

tht.>y could identify minimqrn competE::ncics related to their
c!.asscs.

The respondents developed 1,erformance indicators

for their classes that were evidence o[ competency attainment
by students.

The respondents developed teaching strategies

to pro,· iclc opportunities for stud en ts to achieve minimum
52
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The respondents developed evaluation

competencies.

techniques to verify minimum competency attainment.

The

respondents developed a system to accurately record minimum
competency attainment.

The respondents had input into the

uev,iloprnont of their course competencies.
had

j

npu 1·

The respondents

ln t:o developmc,nt uf performance indicators of

competencies related to their classes and felt they had
control as to how a competency attainment is certified
in their classes.
In relationship to modifying teaching behavior, the
majority of the teachers felt they did not change the content

oi their course to conform to competency based education.
They also did not change the evaluation methods used for their
classes to conform to competency based education.
When surveying the teachers' professional judgement
as to whether they felt there was an improvement in ed_uci:1-

.fiy_.•

·' '

.

'''

t ion since implementation of competency based e,luc·at±on

that the teachers felt might not have come had the program

<

not been stQrted, the teachers-CSerncd to be evenly divided

on tha.t issue.
r:tuch educational

The majority of teachers felt they had as
freedom under the competency based

,:in ahm-G~ crnotion.:.:il,
tc i1L'·hvr~·, ,1 i,J

nc,ut· r,1 l

not

resent

r.:ithc,r

than proft...'Ssional plane,

4:hl.• mancL1tc• of compe:tcncy based

en the vi rttH:S of compotcncy h<.12iC>d cduccition.
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The teachers were evenly divided as to whether they
knew the total number of mi11imum competencies needed to
graduate from Tigard High School, but overwhelmingly

'

supported t h e ~ ~ ~ that the State should establish the
same minimum competencies for every school.
In additional areas of concern, the teachers'
comnents hit upon three major areas.

Number one was the

reco1·d keeping problems associated with competency based
education.

Number two was moving some of the competencies

down to lower grade levels and number three was reducing
the t:ot:al number of competencies.
Hypothesis 1 - Teuchers surveyed d</#hot have a
workinq J~nowledge of competency based education.
The hy~othesis was rejected.

The data appeared

to s11_111ify the n1njority of teachers unclcrstood wl1y we had
competency based education, were able to define competency
based education and competency to their own satisfaction.
Hypothesis 2 - Teachers surveyed have performed
tasks related to competency based educution.
The hypothesis was confirmed.

The data appeared to

signify the majority of teachers had developed performance
indicators, teaching strategies, evaluation techniques,
and record keeping system.

They had significant input into

dcvt?lopmcnt of their course competencies and performance

meni: is certified in their cc,ursc.
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!l.zj)othcsis 3 - 'l'cctchL•rs su1 vvyed did not change
th\· ,~ontont. nf thl'ir compt·•t·1•n<·y

1t·•l.1t1•d

cour:;i,r:

to

inc1uclc,

specific teaching related to comretencies.
The hypothesis was confirmed.

The data appeared

to signify the majority of the teachers did not change
the content of their competency related courses to include
specific teaching related to competencies.
!:!ypothesis 4 - Teachers surveyed did not change
classroom evaluation methodology to accommodate competencies.
The hypothesis was confirmed.

The data appeared to

signify the majority of the teachers did not change classroom
eva l. ua t ion methodology to accommodate competencies.
Hvpothesis 5 - Teachers surveyed do not hold a
professional opinion that compclcncy bctscd education had
mat~•~i3lly in1provcd cduc3ti,1nnL l]Uality at: Tigard Iligh
Schoo].

Tl1c hypothesis was rejected.

The data appeared to

signify that teachers had a wide diversity of opinion on
wl1other con1peter1cy based eJucation has improved our

educational program.

A significant majority was not found.

!_!ypothesis 6 - Teachers surveyed will be negative
on the virtues of competency based education.
The hypothesis was rejected.

The data appeared

to be inconclusive on the virtues of competency based
education.

A significant majority was not found.
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Conclusions
From the questionnaires returned the following
conclusions were drawn:

I.

The majority of te.:.ichers su1v,"ycd had a good

undcrst~ndi11g of competency based education and its
components.

2.

The majority of teachers surveyed were involved

in competency based education tasks related to their courses.
3.

The majority of teachers surveyed did not change

the content of their course to accommodate competency based
education.
4.

The majority of teachers surveyed did not change

their evaluation procedures to accommodate competency based
education ..

5.

The teachers surveyed had a varied opinion of

the virtues of competency based education.
6.

A major concern of teachers was the record

kcc:-,)in--J process of comµctcncy bused education.

The· competency based education innovation appeared
to be neither rejected nor accepted by the majority of the
teachers Sltrveyed.
W3it

They seemed to be taking the ''let's

and SL'C 11 stance.

Although the teachers were involved

in rhe orq,d1 i :,at.ion of the compc tency based education program
0

in Tigard District, it appeared that the majority of them
did not change their content, nor evaluation methods because
of competency based education.

This would indicate that
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competency based education has had little if any effect
on our educational program.
Recommendations for Further Study
Since teachers'

reactions to competency based

education in Oregon have had little attention, it is recommended that further study be made of their reactions.

In

the author's opinion, instructional sl.aff are the most
sic1nificant factor in the competency based education
innovation.

If you want to know more about the competency

based education program, ask the people who work with it
on a daily basis.
Other studies in methods of record keeping need to
be undertaken.

This item appears to be a major burden in

the competency based education program.

A study that would

bring different techniques together for synthesis would
help to resolve the problem.
In the author's research on competency based
education, he found no information accumulated on the
com1ctcnci~s each school district has i11 the State of Oregon.
A si9:11ficant study could be made on l1ow many competencies
('d,:-r: ~-.::.,.:h,-,,!
h,-l\'L'

nuw,

c1t.strict huc1 t,1 sto.rl uut· w.i.th, ho\-.' m.::-i.ny they

and how did they tcduce: th,, nu111l,cr?

St i 11 another poss ibi 1 ity

tt:)r

rc,st•t1rch ~.-1ou1d be to

cunr<1r . ..-' tht...' competencies rccordeJ t: 1_· 1 r 0cich district in the
State of (1reqon.

Analyze the competencies as to similarities
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and differences and you might be able to come up with a
sta11dard set of competencies.

One final area for research relative to competency
based education is that of comparing past products of the
system before competency based education and products after
the competency based education innovation.

It is the

autl1or's opinion from research conducted and personal
feelings that a researcher would find very little, if any,
difference between the old and new product.

If this

statement holds true, then what have we accomplished with
this innovation other than adding more time consuming
processes to go through which in effect take away time which
couJ.d b0

s1J011t

in i11struction.
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